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Watercolours are the first choice for many painters, but few master the full potential of the

medium. This book encourages you to be bold and colourful. Written by an internationally

respected artist and teacher, it offers practical ways of working with watercolours, and shares

ideas and thoughts that can make your painting methods more exciting and adventurous. With

over 180 illustrations, it is a beautiful book that will be invaluable for both new and experienced

painters alike. Contents include: A guide to materials and equipment - all you really need; The

importance of drawing and sketching - developing your own individual approach to the subject;

Instruction on composition, shape and perspective - what makes a painting work; Advice on

colour and tones - explains the complementary colour principle in practical terms, so that a

picture works in harmony; A range of marine, townscape and figure paintings to demonstrate

the techniques, supported with detailed captions. This beautiful and inspirational guide will be

of great interest to all artists, in particular watercolourists, and also holiday painters and cruise

ship passengers. Beautifully illustrated with 180 colour illustrations.

About the AuthorDavid Howell is a professional painter and the author of Painting with Oils. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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FinishingIndexIntroductionOf all the painting mediums that have evolved over the centuries, it’s

a fairly safe bet that watercolour was the first. Colours may have been limited to browns,

umbers or ochres depending on where your cave was located but at some stage our ancestors

would have passed the occasional happy hour stirring around in a puddle with a stick and

making marks on themselves and on nearby rocks and walls. All over the world there are

examples of cave art that dates back to pre-historic times, where individuals have portrayed

figures and animals in particular and in the process found different coloured pigments as well

as charcoal from the fire to make their paintings more effective.The Bedouin Souk,

Jeddah.What is particularly apparent in most examples are the drawing skills that allowed the

artists to portray the animals they hunted and lived amongst so superbly and whilst they may

not have had access to brushes, they would have discovered that a bit of animal fur dipped in

pigment worked pretty well and there is even evidence to suggest that they made stencils and

sprayed ‘paint’ on. Bearing in mind most of this activity at the time would have been done in

very dim lighting conditions and that the artists wouldn’t have been able to hop outside with a

camera to take a few pics to copy back in the cave, what we can see is a testament both to

their artistic skills and their powers of observation and memory to create something, that in the

best examples, is quite extraordinary.In relatively more recent times other forms of painting

have been developed, along with an ever-widening range of pigments and today’s painters are

spoilt for choice but despite this, watercolour has kept pace and is arguably the favourite and

most convenient medium for most amateur painters and is highly regarded by many of today’s

professionals.My own watercolour journey started when I was about five or six at a time when

the wireless or a gramophone was the only form of electronic entertainment and that it was

perfectly normal to find kids something to do to keep them occupied and out of the way and my

first paint box was a standard example of the black metal variety with twelve half pans and

mixing wells in the lid. My subjects at the time were in much the same genre as the cave

dwellers thousands of years before, in that I painted what I saw outside which, rather than

bison, wolves, jackals, and the odd elephant, were more likely to be Bedfords, Leylands, Fords,

and Albions and anything else that might be driving past on a regular basis. As my painting

developed over the years with oils and acrylics, watercolours were relegated to a supporting

role as initial sketches for larger paintings but my wife often expressed a preference for the

watercolours and later an ever increasing number of customers made the same choice. This

book is based on seventy years of working with all the highs and lows of what is seen in some

circles as a difficult medium. It’s written by a painter of work that might be described as

figurative or representational, who is most at home amongst landscape and marine subjects

with occasional forays into other genre and the contents of this book reflect that, whilst



accepting that there are other ways of tackling and using watercolour. Painting isn’t meant to

be easy and watercolour can offer more than a few challenges but it is deeply satisfying if you

get it somewhere about right and this book offers practical ways of working with the medium

and at the same time offers ideas and thoughts that can make your painting methods more

exciting and adventurous and simply more painterly.Chapter 1Materials and EquipmentOne of

the great attractions of watercolour is that you really don’t need very much in the way of

materials and equipment. In its simplest form all that is needed is a basic paint box, a brush,

something to paint on and a supply of water. However, we live in a world where hardly a week

goes by without new products and paints appearing on the market and where internet

shopping gives us access to an ever widening range of goodies but it’s still worth reiterating at

this stage that, as watercolour painters, you really don’t need a huge amount of stuff but

investment in quality rather than quantity will pay dividends.Fig. 1.0 Il Pescheria,

Venice.PaintThe major manufacturers of paint have a range of at least 100 colours on offer and

at least a couple have well over 200. This is all very exciting and possibly confusing but it’s up

to us as painters to be selective and to find a range of pigments that suit our individual

approach to the medium. The reality is that a carefully chosen range of the primary colours

together with a selection of Earth pigments is sufficient to allow a painter to produce pretty well

anything in terms of colour and hue that is needed, irrespective of location or subject matter,

whereas buying paint just because it looks interesting on a colour chart or the name sounds

different and exciting, might just be a way of making things rather expensive and unnecessarily

complicated. We will all be tempted at some point to try something different but apart from

botanical painters or illustrators who might spend ages looking for just the right colour straight

out of the tube, the rest of us should get used to a tried and tested range of colours that works

for us in any situation and can be mixed to produce any tone, colour or tint required. It’s so

easy with spontaneous buying of this and that to end up with a selection of tubes or pans that

rarely see the light of day and just take up storage space. The other argument for sticking with

a limited palette is that you get used to the paints involved, their tinting power and how they mix

and you will have a pretty good idea of what they will look like, both when they hit the paper

and when they have dried. Remember watercolour dries a paler shade than when it’s wet and

familiarity with colours allows you to concentrate on the subject, rather than wondering what’s

going to happen next.Fig. 1.1 Primary colours from left to right: Cobalt Blue, Ultramarine,

Alizarin Crimson, Cadmium Red, Cadmium Yellow and Cadmium Lemon.The primary colours

for a painter are blue, yellow and red – in other words they are colours that cannot be created

by mixing other pigments – but any examination of manufacturers’ colour charts will reveal a

wide choice and raises the rather obvious question of which blue, yellow and red? My answer

is to have a ‘double primary’ cool and warm version, that effectively straddles what might be

considered pure; Fig. 1.1 shows my selection. Starting with blue, my choices are Cobalt as the

cool version and Ultramarine as the warm. Cobalt Blue is getting close to as pure as cool blue

can get, while Ultramarine has a distinctly warmer shade, and French Ultramarine is usually a

little bit warmer still. With reds, I opt for Alizarin Crimson as the cool one and Cadmium Red as

the warm; for the yellows, I have Cadmium Lemon on the cool side and Cadmium Yellow on the

warm. If you look at these primaries on a colour wheel, they are roughly equally spaced, and

having a cool and warm version is helpful in moving towards secondary colours, i.e. a mix of

two primary colours, and helping to ensure that the mixes are clear and vibrant. This colour

mixing principle is covered in more detail in Chapter 5, but what this double primary selection

will give you is the ability to produce any colour you want in your paintings.Fig. 1.2 Earth

colours from left to right: Yellow Ochre, Raw Sienna, Raw Umber, Burnt Sienna, Burnt Umber



and Light Red.Earth colours (see Fig 1.2 for my selection) originate from clay earth and give

the painter a range of ochres and umbers that can be mixed with primary colours where

appropriate, to give modulated tones and deeper shades or just be used in washes on their

own.These twelve colours make up my basic limited palette and are all that I carry in my

smallest paint box. A lot of larger boxes, of course, have more capacity and my larger palette-

style field boxes have space for sixteen and give me the opportunity to add four more. As a

landscape and marine painter I will invariably have even cooler blues on board – Cerulean Blue

is a beautiful cool blue for winter skies, snow shadows, and water, while Prussian is an even

colder blue and is handy for mixing dark greens and blues but it requires careful handling as it

has very strong staining characteristics and if used injudiciously can ruin a painting. With reds I

add Brown Madder which for me is a subtle alternative to Alizarin and when mixed with blues

makes warm greys in much the same way as Light Red does. Although more recently I’ve been

using Old Holland’s Red Umber as an alternative, which helps create another range of cooler

greys without making them too wintery. If you do want cold greys then either of the main blues

mixed with Burnt Sienna or Burnt Umber will do the job. Finally, Sepia sometimes makes it to

the start line, as it’s handy for serious dark areas on harbour walls and mud, but again should

be used sparingly.All of these colours might be labelled as traditional and apart from Red

Umber are available from all manufacturers as part of their standard ranges of paint. In

manufacturing and marketing nothing stands still and in recent years there have been new

colours appearing, many of which owe their origins to more industrial applications like painting

vehicles, and some use a synthetic binder as distinct from the traditional Gum Arabic which

claims to allow a higher pigment loading leading to stronger tones. This all sounds very exciting

but there are practical considerations to introducing colours that were originally designed to

add sparkle and desire in a car showroom. What is most important for a painter is to have a

range of colours that work well in harmony with each other and introducing a few colours that

are excessively bright or dominant can be a disruptive factor. Ultimately it depends on what you

are trying to achieve with your painting but beware of ending up with pictures that are

unrealistically garish.Paint Boxes and PalettesIf your painting is confined to home or studio,

you can keep a stock of paint in tubes and squeeze out paint on to a palette when needed, or

you can raid the kitchen for the odd plate or saucer. However, if you plan to venture further

afield or even if you just want to keep things organized, you need a decent paint box. Fellow

painters and tutors alike will have experienced the problems that come with an individual

student who turns up to a painting session and proceeds to spread out Tupperware containers,

the odd butcher’s tray, kitchen rolls, carrier bags etc., and who generally takes up too much

space and they will invariably be the ones who keep the rest of the group waiting on field trips

or need help with carrying all the gear. If you’re serious about your painting, leave this sort of

muddle and messing about to others, not least because it’s totally impractical if you want to

work en plein air. A paint box doesn’t have to be expensive but what a good one will have is

sufficient space for around twelve to sixteen colours with plenty of mixing area and be equally

suitable for studio use or for carrying to a group painting session or working outside. It should

have a lid that keeps the contents protected and equally helps to protect the environment from

stray paint and will also help to keep pans or squeezed out paint moist. Finally, some way of

holding the box like a thumb ring is always helpful, particularly if you’re working on

location.Most watercolour paint comes in two forms, either as pans or in tubes and as far as

boxes go you have to decide which works best for you. The good news is that there are often

‘deals’ to be had on equipped paint boxes, where if you work out the normal cost of the paint

contained, the box itself is effectively free. The downside of this approach is that you will end



up with the manufacturer’s choice of colours which may well include things that you’re never

going to use. Nevertheless even allowing for dumping some of the colours from an equipped

box and replacing them with something more appropriate, they are still frequently a better buy

than starting with an empty box and filling it yourself.Fig. 1.3 This somewhat battered looking

specimen is a classic example of the ubiquitous black metal paint box that’s very similar to the

sort that many of us started out with as kids. Measuring slightly less than 3 × 6in (7.5 × 15cm)

it’s very practical and compact enough to slip into a pocket. This one started life as a Winsor &

Newton 16 × half pan box but the centre section allows the addition of more pans and in this

case the frequently used Cobalt and Ultramarine are in whole pan form. There is a reasonable

amount of mixing space with the flap and three wells and it has a thumb ring on the bottom

which allows it to be fixed to one hand, leaving the other free to hold a brush. There are a few

more colours than the sixteen suggested earlier but even a professional has to do a little

experimenting.Boxes come in either plastic or metal and in a myriad of shapes, sizes and

layouts. Metal ones are arguably more robust than plastic and for that matter some metal

examples are stronger than others. They will get a fair amount of wear and tear in the hands of

an enthusiastic painter, particularly if they are being used on location and toted around in

rucksacks and bags. What is important is to have sufficient space for a basic range of colours

and proper mixing areas. The traditional black metal box still takes some beating and is widely

available in versions that will allow anything from twelve to forty-eight half pans, whole pans or

tubes. Bearing in mind that you probably don’t need more than around sixteen colours it’s more

important to find one that has a good balance between space for paint and places to mix it.

Three decent sized mixing wells and perhaps a flat mixing flap are more practical than having

a large selection of colours and nowhere to mix them and don’t get too excited with boxes that

include brushes as they are invariably so tiny as to be fairly useless.Fig. 1.4 This is a Holbein

folding palette. Handmade in Japan, these boxes come in various sizes and this relatively

compact 4 × 8in (10 × 21cm) version has space for sixteen colours, plenty of mixing area and

folds over and shuts when not in use. It’s very practical in that it’s more robust than plastic and

doesn’t require such a commitment in terms of either amounts of paint or the expense of the

larger top of the range handmade brass boxes. It’s also much lighter in weight than a brass box

which is an important consideration if you are working for long periods on location – repetitive

strain injury is not unknown if you spend hours with a heavy paint box fixed to one arm!

Inevitably at some point with a steel box, corrosion will rear its head but this one has lasted

around twenty years and is only just starting to get a little tatty.Smaller half pan boxes have the

advantage of being compact enough to stuff in a pocket, which is very handy when travelling

light and working outside but the downside is that the pans themselves are a bit small for use

with big brushes. However, many boxes, particularly those with a clip system to hold the pans,

will allow you to install both half and whole pans so that the colours that are more in demand

with big brushes can be larger. Having a box containing tubes rather than pans of paint may

look neat and tidy but tubes take up a lot of the available space and the colour has to be

squeezed out somewhere and that invariably takes up most of the remaining mixing area.Fig.

1.5 This is a handmade Craig Young Palette Box. Made of brass, it has divisions for the usual

sixteen colours but the sections contain enough paint for days of painting and whilst the

dimensions of 4 × 9.5in (10 × 24cm) and the weight mean that it’s hardly compact, it

nevertheless is extremely practical for use with larger works and big brushes. It has six large

mixing wells plus the flap and the thumb hole provides a means of securing it to the hand.

Whether in terms of cost or in use, this box isn’t for the faint hearted but its brass construction

means that it won’t rust like conventional tin boxes and should stand up to a lifetime of



professional work and even be a collector’s item in years to come. Boxes like this are available

in other designs and capacities from one or two sources but be warned, delivery times are

long.Pans will dry out if they’re not used for some time and even crack or shrink so that bits

start dropping out, particularly as they get towards the end of their life. They are easily

replaced and it’s worth doing that sooner rather than later. It’s all too easy to turn up at a

painting venue and then find that the last vestiges of Burnt Umber or Cadmium Yellow have

dropped out en-route and there’s also the problem that flaking paint is likely to appear as pure

undiluted pigment in washes with fairly disastrous results.One way of overcoming the

limitations of a conventional black box containing tubes is to move the whole process up a gear

or two and go for a palette style box that allows for paint to be squeezed out and used in the

studio as well as on location. Larger versions of them definitely won’t easily fit in a pocket but

they can contain sufficient paint for days away, have plenty of large mixing areas and work fine

with big brushes. Plastic ones are the cheapest option but there are handmade steel and

aluminium versions available at reasonable prices and the ultimate are handmade brass

ones.Fig. 1.6 Going to the other extreme this is about as small as a sensible working box can

be. This little gem holds twelve half pans and has its own water supply built in with the lid

hooked on the side acting as a water reservoir. It’s equipped with a thumb ring and when

closed measures only 2.5 × 3in (6 × 9cm). It’s obviously a bit short of mixing space but this one

is in constant use. It’s so easy to slip in a pocket along with a retractable brush and a small

watercolour pad. This one is from Winsor & Newton but other manufacturers offer what

appears to be essentially the same box and there are alternative types of travel boxes.If you do

opt for this type of box or for that matter use a lot of paint in the studio with palettes, it’s more

economical to buy paint in larger tubes. The ones found in off-the- shelf paint boxes are

invariably 5ml but larger tubes are available containing 15/20ml – three to four times the

amount of paint at roughly double the price of a small tube. Winsor & Newton even produce a

limited number of colours in 37ml tubes which represent a serious saving if you use that much

paint. Do be aware however that if large quantities of paint are squeezed out and only used

occasionally, as with pans, it will start to dry out and break up.Fig. 1.7 This is a watercolour

sketch of Whitby Harbour. Painted on 300gsm Waterford Not surface paper in a 19 × 28cm

RKB Fatpad, using my Winsor & Newton Bottle Box illustrated in Fig. 1.6 and a size 12 Escoda

retractable sable brush. No fuss, no clutter, just basic good quality kit.BrushesBrushes for

watercolour tend to fall into two categories, those that will release their load of paint fairly

quickly and those that will hold a quantity of paint but will release it in a controlled manner so

that the painter can decide where the paint is going and how much. The ultimate hair for this

sort of control is sable and whilst sable brushes are an expensive item, all watercolour painters

should aim to have at least one or two. Sables have an extraordinary ability to hang onto a load

of paint and it is this characteristic that makes them so essential for the serious painter. A good

sized sable brush will ‘point’ to allow relatively fine detail yet be able to work over larger areas

and will have the sort of spring that allows the painter to regulate the flow of paint by increasing

or decreasing pressure.A top quality sable will give years of service, although eventually it will

lose its fine point but it then becomes ideal for areas where loose brushwork is required and I

have sables like this that have been around for decades. For those on a budget something like

a size 12 and perhaps a 6 or 7 for finer work is about right but prices do escalate for larger

sizes. However, do be aware that buying online has made the process a lot more competitive

and there are companies like Rosemary Brushes that only supply directly to the customer.

Investing in a size 14 or 16 would encourage bolder work but there is a point where even

bigger brushes need to be made of something that will allow more flow. This is usually provided



with other animal hair brushes or synthetics or even a mix of the two.Applying smooth big even

washes requires a brush that covers the paper quickly and this is usually achieved by using

brushes that are frequently known as mops or wash brushes. Arguably the best of animal hair

versions are those made with squirrel which, apart from holding a large amount of paint, have

a softness that helps to ensure smooth washes and will release it quickly when required onto

the paper. Sizing on these brushes is different to sables which does slightly confuse things but

the best thing when considering them is to either see the real thing or get hold of a catalogue

that shows them life size. The two main configurations are either flat or petit gris. Flats are

normally sized by their width and a typical wash brush will be somewhere between ½in and 1in

wide. The petit gris round type are readily identifiable by their wired on quills round the hair

which invariably comes to a decent point but with a bulky profile which allows a big paint load

to be carried. They are very versatile in that they can be used for wash areas and at the same

time enable the painter to get basic shapes painted in. They encourage bold and fast work and

every painter will probably benefit from taking one of these on and going for it. Sizes range

from around 5.5mm wide to over 20mm and whilst the larger sizes can be somewhat

intimidating to use, working with one on a large sheet of paper can be liberating and certainly

won’t allow you to get bogged down with too much detail. There is a downside to these

brushes in that they are not generally very robust. The thin wires holding the quill break and it’s

not unknown for the head of the brush to come off altogether. I’ve resorted to fishing line,

superglue and sticky tape from time to time to hold things together.Fig. 1.8 A selection of my

brushes that are in use all the time. They are from left to right – an ancient 1in squirrel flat

wash brush which still produces wonderful skies and clouds, size 10 (Isabey) and size 6

(Rosemary) squirrel petit gris mops, size 20 and 12 round sables and a sable rigger (all

Rosemary Brushes) and finally a size 12 Escoda retractable sable. These are all conventional

in shape apart from possibly the rigger, which is ideal for producing long thin lines for mooring

ropes, telegraph wires etc. but there is a variety of specialist shape brushes available designed

for specific tasks.Fig. 1.9 My leather brush wrap which is hand made by Rosemary Brushes.

This might be considered the ultimate brush wrap but similar designs can be obtained made of

canvas or other materials that will cope with a collection of brushes and ensures that they

travel safely. Other brush containers range from zip up cases to wooden boxes but be wary of

any that allow the brushes to rattle around inside.There are alternatives in that there are more

conventionally constructed round squirrel hair brushes and bearing in mind the primary role of

this sort of brush is to get paint onto paper quickly, some of the brushes that use synthetic hair

are worth a second look. Early versions of synthetic brushes were cheap and cheerful and

fairly hopeless but brush manufacturers have developed new materials that claim to offer the

possibility of performing nearly as well as animal hair and wash brushes that combine a mix of

synthetic with animal hair may well be fine for fast loose work where control is not so important.

However, it follows that as the quality of synthetic brushes improves, the nearer the price gets

to the real thing!It’s important to look after your brushes. Make sure that they’re clean after

every painting session and don’t leave them standing head down in the water pot which will

quickly ruin them. Take care of them and they will last for a long time. If you are travelling to

paint with a group or en plein air, you should find something to keep them in, either a case, box

or a wrap so that they are protected from jostling around with the other contents of your bag or

rucksack.PaperThe manufacturing process of watercolour paper has been developed over

hundreds of years with the object of creating a surface that will stand up to having water and

paint applied to it without soaking it up like blotting paper or falling apart. In addition, it has to

be acid free to ensure that with care it doesn’t eventually turn yellow or develop brown spots



(known as foxing) or even disintegrate like ordinary everyday paper and in the process destroy

the painting on it. There are numerous inexpensive cartridge papers and pads that claim to be

able to cope with watercolour but if you’re serious about your painting you need to be investing

in proper watercolour paper designed for the job. There must be many would-be watercolour

painters who started with inexpensive paper to save money whilst getting the hang of it and

have given up, because mastering the medium with inferior paper is just about impossible for

the beginner and those of you who are learning to cope with this fantastic medium should at

least invest in something decent to paint on.As an individual painter, even as a professional, it

isn’t really practical to try everything that’s on the market as painting is liable to turn into an

expensive and time consuming experiment. However you should at least try some different

papers until you find something that really suits your approach. As ever, the old adage of ‘you

get what you pay for’ applies and the premium price papers made of 100 per cent cotton or

linen rag are undoubtedly the best to work on for most watercolour painters and actually make

the task of mastering the medium easier than some of the less expensive ones.100 per cent

cotton watercolour papers are usually described as either mould made or handmade. Mould

made papers are manufactured with the aid of a mechanized mould process which ensures the

consistency of the finished product and produces a finished paper with an ideal surface to work

on and all the major watercolour paper manufacturers use this method of production to ensure

that their products are consistent and reliable – in other words the paper handles and reacts to

being worked on in much the same way each time you use it and production controls ensure

that there are minimal variations from one batch to the next. Handmade papers however are

often more unpredictable and frequently slightly challenging and are capable of beautiful

results as well as the occasional disaster. Their attraction is in the variety of surface which has

a less regular appearance with occasional lumps and bumps and the odd mark and there can

be irregularities in the surface sizing that results in odd patches of darker colour in the finished

painting. Some are better than others but inevitably with a handmade product, there can also

be variations from one batch to the next.Fig. 1.10 This nude study was painted on Two Rivers

handmade paper from a small converted watermill in Somerset. With no preliminary drawing,

the painting has used wet-in-wet technique and large brushes and the paper has enhanced the

picture with both its ability to allow brilliant colour along with granulation and odd blotches.

Perhaps a paper not for the faint hearted but one to occasionally let your hair down with.The

choice ultimately depends on whether you want a predictable paper that allows you to

concentrate on the painting or whether you want to walk on the wild side and enjoy the

excitement of not quite being sure of what is going to happen next. For the more adventurous

and possibly experienced painters working with handmade paper is a way of developing your

painting and its imperfections can help to add a looseness and sparkle to the final result that

isn’t apparent in a carefully worked picture on mould made paper. Do be warned though, like

grabbing a tiger by the tail, it can go horribly wrong.There are less expensive papers than the

100 per cent cotton variety, either made of wood pulp cellulose or sometimes a mixture of

cellulose with cotton or linen. This type of paper has to be treated to eliminate the acid content

in the cellulose and won’t have the archival qualities of the 100 per cent cotton papers although

the better ones, like Bockingford, claim to be of an archival standard and are mould made in

the same way as the more expensive cotton papers. There are differences however. Cotton

papers are usually gelatine sized internally and externally. Without sizing, water and paint

would just soak into the paper and the purpose is to create a support that allows paint be

applied but controls its penetration into the surface of the paper and allows further washes of

colour without disturbing the initial layers, whilst at the same time retaining the luminosity and



transparency of the medium. Internal sizing allows a certain amount of robust treatment of the

surface without allowing the affected area to become too absorbent. Cellulose based papers

are more usually starch sized and the surface isn’t as robust as a good cotton paper. In

practice they are fine for the confident painter but they don’t work so well for a more tentative

approach and most don’t stand up well to clumsy additional washes or over-working. Once you

understand its limitations in this respect, using a paper like this can actually be of great benefit

by encouraging a faster, looser and more painterly approach and discourage the temptation to

fiddle about.Fig. 1.11 Sunrise at Pin Mill. This is painted on Bockingford ‘Eggshell’ tinted paper

with a Not surface and illustrates how loose watercolour, without too many fine adjustments,

works well on this surface. In general, Bockingford tends to produce better results for the more

confident painters among us and is available in a range of five tints as well as white.The weight

of a paper is directly linked to the thickness and is specified in either gsm (grams per square

metre) or in lbs (pounds). The metric measurement is self-explanatory but the latter

measurement is arrived at by the weight in pounds of a ream (500 sheets) but whichever

measurement is preferred, you need to get used to them and what they represent in terms of a

painting surface. There is a convenient correlation between the two because purely in terms of

numbers the gsm figure is roughly double that of the lbs – a 300lb paper would be 620 gsm.As

a guide:The lightest watercolour papers are 70 to 90lbs (150 to 190gsm)These can cope with

really small paintings and watercolour sketches but are in reality a bit too flimsy for general

use.Medium weight � 140lbs (300gsm)This is a good all round watercolour paper weight and is

normally the preferred specification for watercolour blocks and pads as well as being widely

available in sheets and even in rolls. This weight of paper can comfortably handle paintings up

to half sheet size (38 × 57cm or 15 × 22in) but loose sheets will need stretching on a

board.Medium weight plus � 200lbs (425gsm)A small number of paper makers offer this heavier

mid-weight – Waterford, Two Rivers and Bockingford spring to mind and the latter also makes a

250lb (535gsm). The additional weight makes it that bit more substantial than the more familiar

140lb and capable of working with larger sheets but there does come a point where the heavy

papers are desirable.Heavy weight � 300lbs (640gsm)You only have to pick up a piece of this

weight of paper to feel the difference. It feels more like a board and is ideal for large whole

sheet paintings or even larger works. For whole sheet or half sheet paintings it’s still advisable

to soak and stretch it but I usually carry loose sheets when I’m working outside in quarter-

sheet size (28 × 38cm or 11 × 15in) and paint on them without any stretching. It saves having

to carry a drawing board. There are even heavier papers available – Arches certainly produce

a 400lb (850gsm) paper but there are also others, although you will have to talk to a specialist

to find them and unsurprisingly they are somewhat expensive.The other significant variation in

paper is the surface which is either Rough, Not and HP. Rough is self-explanatory and

predictably the degree of roughness depends on the manufacturer. From a painting point of

view rough works well for general landscape, larger scale work and loose free brushwork but

can prove to be a little too much to handle if you’re working on a small scale or with relatively

exact work involving architecture or a lot of fine detail. HP means Hot Pressed. HP paper has a

smooth surface which lends itself to fine detail and things like botanical exactness but I

wouldn’t recommend it for general work as it can be difficult to handle with washes and large

brushes. Not surface paper is cold pressed – that is ‘not’ hot pressed. Think of it as a halfway

stage between rough and HP. It’s a nice surface to work on, in that it has enough texture to

‘hold’ the paint without getting into the ups and downs of a rough paper. It’s ideal for smaller

works and subjects that need a little more detail.
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En Plein Air: Light & Color: Expert techniques and step-by-step projects for capturing mood

and atmosphere in watercolor, Sketching Techniques for Artists: In-Studio and Plein-Air
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and More, Pure Watercolour Painting: Classic techniques for creating radiant landscapes,

Lessons in Classical Painting: Essential Techniques from Inside the Atelier, Your Artist's Brain:

Use the right side of your brain to draw and paint what you see - not what you t hink you see,

The Art of Perspective: The Ultimate Guide for Artists in Every Medium, Watercolor

Techniques: Painting Light and Color in Landscapes and Cityscapes, Creating Textured

Landscapes with Pen, Ink and Watercolor, Mastering Watercolors: A practical guide,

Introduction to Loose Watercolor; Secrets of Fast Painting Revealed, The Watercolorist's

Essential Notebook, 10-Minute Watercolours (Collins Gem), Watercolor Sketching for

Beginners (Watercolor Sketching for Beginners (art, watercolor, sketch, instruction, reference,

tuition, painting) Book 1), The Urban Sketcher: Techniques for Seeing and Drawing on

Location, Painting Beautiful Watercolor Landscapes: Transform Ordinary Places into

Extraordinary Scenes, The Watercolorist's Essential Notebook - Landscapes: A Treasury of

Landscape Painting Tricks and Techniques Discovered Through Years of Painting and

Experimentation, Draw Your World: How to Sketch and Paint Your Remarkable Life, Wilderness

Watercolor Landscapes: 30 Eye-Catching Scenes Anyone Can Master, Chinese Landscape

Painting Techniques for Watercolor, Painting Expressive Watercolours

Jeri V, “good old school instruction. English watercolorists are a special group, especially ones

of a "mature" age. This is a treasure from an excellent artist. It has wonderful tips and just

good practical advice for painting "more with less". I have many watercolor books and this one

is a real joy to read. It may not be for the absolute beginner, although he does explain basic

methods and materials.”

waynuf, “Beautiful paintings inside, lacks details on how to create. David Howell is now one of

my favorite watercolor artists. His book Painting with Watercolor is filled with his lovely, lovely

paintings. And there IS alot of information. But as with other books, about midway, I sometimes

get this sinking feeling that the author is not telling all on how he/she paints. I got that feeling

with this book. That said, very possibly, another read through, and another, will no doubt give

me more aha! moments. If not, the many paintings within the covers are inspirational--and

instructional--themselves.”

Grandma Wendy, “Thoroughly enjoyable read.. Really enjoyed reading this book. Not only are

the paintings beautiful but it was written in a wonderful chatty style with smatterings of humor

so it felt like sitting talking with Mr. Howell rather than reading an instruction manual.”



Suman Ray, “Outstanding Watercolor. This is an outstanding book for serious watercolor

practitioners. The author brings in a excellent flavor and style of his own which creates a sense

of calm, tranquility and peace.”

AnnieRoo, “If I can't actually own a David Howell painting ..... at least I can open this book and

enjoy them! But this book also has much more basic information about technique than I

expected.”

LHuber, “Great book. Arrived on time.. Dang! I love this book!! Have read it cover to cover,

taking notes. Love the artist.”

Shirley R., “Beautifully and helpful watercolor book. This book has a lot of information for

beginning and experienced painters.”

B. Johnson, “Watercolor Explained. This book covers all the areas of Watercolor development

with many examples. Excellent explanations in the process of developing a painting from start

to finish.”

Jeff Walmsley, “A TRUE WATERCOLOUR MASTER - WHO NEEDS TO CONSIDER OTHERS

A LITTLE MORE.... The illustrations of this hugely successful artist's work are alone worth

every penny you may pay for his book; which is just as well, because although the text contains

a great deal of helpful advice, it is marred by an attitude which does the author no credit -

although he's no worse than many of his fellow professional artist-authors in this respect, and

better than some.Others have commented favourably already, so I'm just going to confine my

comments to those aspects which made me cross. I hope he will forgive me for using the

occasion of buying HIS very nice book to say something I've been itching to say for a long

time.Painting from photographs has been one of the most controversial art issues of the past

century - ever since photography appeared, in fact - and although in recent decades attitudes

against it have softened significantly, there remains a core of opposition - entirely based on

false assumptions, unsound logic, ignorance about photography and an unwarranted degree of

prejudice.The author, to his credit, is at least prepared to countenance the use of photographs,

even admitting to doing so himself "occasionally" - hastily adding that he still converts them

into sketches and then discards them. But his acceptance comes across as a very grudging,

"Well, if you must" attitude - and his text is larded with awful warnings about its dangers and

disadvantages, and the poor work that he seems to feel is bound to result from the rest of

us.He says, "cameras don't necessarily get it right"; which is exactly like saying, "the paint

brush doesn't get it right"; it's the person using them who doesn't get it right. He recently

declared that real skies are "invariably more interesting" than those in photographs, a sweeping

generalisation which is totally untrue. He also complains about underexposed darks,

overexposed highlights and distorted perspective; these, and other photographic failings he

scorns, are entirely the consequence of not knowing how to use a camera properly.Secondly,

authors seeking to instruct need to remember that art is an invaluable, life-enhancing therapy

for huge numbers of the elderly, infirm, disabled, and other groups lacking the opportunity to

escape the confines of an urban residence - including those in full-time employment (even

more so whilst raising a family), whose opportunities to paint are confined to snatched

moments at home at evenings and weekends - and weekend evenings at that. If these groups

want to paint landscapes like those the author illustrates, photographs are their only source of

subject matter.It is quite possible that these groups together make up the majority of an artist-



author's buying public. It is therefore a little cruel to offer them so much discouragement by

implying that their efforts are doomed to inevitable failure or, at best, destined never to fully

succeed.Because if the author painted entirely from photographs, he would still succeed

brilliantly; if he didn't it would indicate some serious and wholly unexpected deficiencies in his

skills. Whereas in fact it is impossible to tell which of his oeuvre started out as a photo in his

studio and which from a seat by the Grand Canal. So, rather than implying to disadvantaged

amateurs and other would-be artists that their chosen, and perhaps only possible method of

working dooms them to failure and dissatisfaction, he should instead be using the vast

knowledge and skill he has gained to give them positive encouragement in this practice, and

teach them how to succeed at it as well as he clearly does.And I can't resist remarking that

although he's still a few years off my vast age, he's rapidly getting closer - and it may not be

long before he too is forced to adopt his maligned approach more than just

occasionally...Finally, on a note of more positive encouragement, a further regret is that so

many of his often large works are shown in this book only a few inches across. Many of us

who would find his £1,000 originals out of reach - despite undoubtedly being a bargain - would,

I'm pretty certain, pay £30 for a volume of full-page reproductions in a decent size. Well, I

would.”

Mr Peter Warby, “A Great Watercolour Instruction Book. An excellent guide to painting in

watercolour. It is a joy to read. Like the author's book on oil painting it is beautifully illustrated

with reproductions of his work. There are full instructions on his recommendations for colours

and excellent discussion on the merits of different papers. He does not, unlike some artist

authors, pretend that watercolour is an easy medium but encourages people to take a bold

approach, no fussing with small brushes! He advises against trying to correct mistakes as

often these will not be noticed in the final work. He says no painting is perfect anyway. Quite

apart from the excellent instruction, the book would grace any coffee table.”

David Griffiths, “This is one of the best books for aspiring watercolourists I have read. This is

one of the best books for aspiring watercolourists I have read, directed at those who aspire to a

relatively traditional style. Includes at least one step by step demonstration and advice on

materials. Many beautiful illustrations of the authors landscape and figure paintings. David

Howell is a virtuoso performer, so many hours of practice is required to emulate his results!”

Wessex Woman, “A4 soft back book about painting with watercolours but complex pictures as

illustrations. I loved the picture examples of David Howell's work but in spite of the early

chapter about equipment, this does not strike me as book for the beginner ! However, it is

inspiring and it could be purchased purely for the author's watercolours used as illustrations -

beautiful, scenes of boats, atmospheric views of Venice, harbours etc Not cheap at £16.99 but

quality of paper very good.  Lots to practice now !”

Mr. Richard Mabe, “Well written and useful book for anyone wanting to become a better

watercolour artist. As a budding watercolour artist I admire David Howells work enormously

and aspire to reaching his standards. David has decades of experience and is a master of his

craft which comes across in this book and his video "Just Watercolour." He's a very good

teacher, keeps things simple and explains his techniques clearly. Recommended.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided feedback.
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